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his article has several aims. First, we
seek to trace out some common properties of three types of filters, all obtained
from considering various stochastic models.
These are Wiener filters, Kalman filters and
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) filters. Our
thesis is that by forgetting the detailed mathematics (which differs greatly between the filters), unifying features stand out. This is
especially so in respect of the forgetting of old
data, the forgetting of initial conditions, and

the securing of protection from round-off
error effects overpowering the calculations.
Second, we aim to clearly differentiate the
concept of fixed-lag smoothing from filtering,
and expose the comparative advantages and
disadvantages. Once again, there are common
properties whichallow aunifiedviewpoint. We
focus especially on characterizationsof amaximally effective smoothing lag, and identification of the SNR circumstances under which
smoothing is especially beneficial.
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Fig. I . Submarine with towed array.

Third, we identify several open problems.
In accordance with these aims, thereare very few equations in
the paper. We also motivate the paper by recording a successful
real-world example in which the most accurate form of model is
a nonlinear partial differential equation. Such an example emphasizes the great practical utility of filtering and smoothing.
The third section recalls the Wiener and Kalman filters, and
the section following that explains smoothingin relation to filtering, especially fixed-lag smoothing. Hidden ma rho^ models are
then covered, and we finish with some concluding remarks.

A Filtering Problem
To motivate the article, we shall begin by describing a significant applications problem in the filtering area.
Shape Estimation of a Towed Array
Fig. 1 is.a diagrammatic representation of a submarine trailing a towed array. A towed array is acable on which are located a
laree number of acoustic sensors (labeled with the letter A). and
the purpose of the aconstic sensors is to listen for other vessels.
Use of the towed array rather than location of acoustic sensors on
board the submarineallowsuse of an effectively much bigger antenna, and lessens difficulties associated with self-noise generated by the submarine. Satisfactory use of the collection of
acoustic sensor signals, however, requires knowledge of the
shape of the may. The known motion of the submarine together
with equations of motion of a towed cable (a nonlinear partial
differential equation) allow the generation of an estimate of the
shape of the array, but this will be deficient for at least two reasons. First, the equations of motion of the towed cable are only
approximations of reality, i.e., there is modeling error, and second, there may well be currents giving rise to further forces on
the array, and thus distortions of it.
For this reason, it is desirable to find techniques for improving
the determination of array shape, and, to this end, one can contemplate using inclusion along the array of some depth sensors
and compasses (labeled DS and C), which would provide some
u
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Fig. 2. Abstract representation of array shape estimation problem.
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sort of (noisy) measurement information relevant to determining
the shape of the array.
At this stage, one could represent the situation abstractly via
Fig. 2. The inputs on the left include theknown motion, which is
the submarine motion. The rest of the diagram is self-evident.
In order to obtain the acoustic sensor positions, a .filter is
needed. The signals driving the filter are the measurements from
the sensors as well as the motion of the submarine, and, of
course, the equations defining the filter in some way will depend
on the model of the towed array. Filtering theory in the sense of
[I] and Kalman [2], [3] attempts to provide a technique
for determination of a filter, and for predicting the performance
of the filter (as measured, for example, by the mean square error
in the estimates produced by the filter).
A description of the towed m a y prohlemcan he foundin [4].

Wiener and Kalman Filtering
Wiener Filtering
Wiener filtering theory [I] is probably the first attempt to provide optimal filters in situations where signals are cbaracterised by
random processes. Indeed, the preface to [I] states: 'Eargely because of the impetus gained during World War 11,communication
andcontrolengineering have reached a very highlevel of development today . ..The point of departure may well be the recasting
andverifying of the theories of control and communication. . .on
a statistical basis (italics added):' Later in the preface, it is noted
that the book was first published during the war as a classified report, and nsedmathematical developmentswhich in the main were
new, but had origins in works of Kolmogorov and Kosulajeff published between 1939 and 1941 on interpolation and extrapolation
in random stationary sequences. The prototypical situation considered by a Wiener filter is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3a denotes the signal model. This comprises a noise process, the input noise process, which is normally of zero mean,
gaussian, and known spectrum; a known linear time-invariant
stable system, whose output is the signal process; ameasurement
noise process, also normally zero mean, ganssian and of known
spectrum: and a measurement process, which is the signal plus
measurement noise. Most commonly, the input noise process
and the measurement noise process are independent processes,
and so the spectrum of the measurement process will be the sum
of the signal spectrum and the measurement noise spectrum.
Also, without any real loss of generality, the inpnt noise process
can he taken as white (if it is not white, a shaping filter driven by
white noise can he regarded as generating the inpnt process, and
then the shaping filter can he combined with the linear, timeinvariant, stable system between the inpnt noise process and the
signal). The measurement noise process is often taken as white.
The Wiener filter, exhibited in Fig. 3b, is the device which reconstructs inreal time a best estimate of the signal from the measurement process. (A definition of the best estimate is given below
for an example.) The Wiener filter itself is a causal system; i.e.,
its output at any timet dependson inputsup to that time, anditis a
stable system.

.

Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter [Z], [3] is a variant on the Wiener filter, see
Fig. 4. The variation is in several respects; a) in addition to an input noise process, therecan he aknown input; b) the systemlink-
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ing the input noise to the signal is assumed to be finite
dimensional; c) the system linking the input noise to the signal is
not assumed to be time-invariant or stable (however, if it is unstable, it mustbe switched on at some finite time, rather than the infinitely remote past); d) input and measurement noise processes
are almost universally assumed to be white.
Obviously in this case both the noisy measurementof the signal as well as the known signal component of the system input
can be acted upon by the filter to produce an estimate. Also, the
estimate is not just of the varable labeled "signal," but of the
whole state of the fmite dimensional linear system. Without going into detailed commentary it should be intuitively clear that
withabest estimate of the state, one should be in agood position
to come up with agoodif not optimal estimate of the signal also.
The great advances in the Kalman filter are firstly the introduction of time-variation in the signal model and non-stationarity in the underlying random processes, and, secondly, the
recognition that the wboleof astatevectormay be of interest as
an object of estimation, rather than just the entity in Fig. 4
named "signal." The "cost" in using the Kalman filter, as opposed to the Wiener filter, may be the restriction to finitedimensional systems. Aside from these shifts of viewpoint, one
can only admire the introduction of Riccati equations as a key
tool, and the sophisticated stability results (depending
- on time\arying gencr;tlir;oion<ol'thc cqu~llysoph~zt~c~ted
co~~cspts
01'
conlplete controllabiliry and somplc~uobscrviibiliry).
in~ -~
I960
sln~nlv
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acadcmicxerNur wd, the Kdman tiltcr
~- ----'-,
~-~
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cise. Navigation problems, especially for space applications,
were certainly problems requiring filtering with the underlying

the receiver is operating above the threshold signal to noise ratio, a
linearized description of its operation is valid, and the threshold
signal to noise ratio effectively defines the boundary of the region
in which the linearization assumption is valid.
General theories of nonlinear filtering have not been regarded
as particularly successful, and most theory tries to buildon use of
one or several simultaneous Kalman filters, together withlinearization assumptions.
Common Aspects of the Wiener and Kalman Filters
There is clearly some overlap between the Wiener filter and
the Kalman filter. Consider for example the simple model of Fig.
5a. This qualifies as a signal model amenable to treatment by the
Wiener filtering and Kalman filtering theory. While K h a n filtering theory does not guarantee that the Kalman filter will be a
time-invariant linear system, there are circumstances in which
time-invariance will be obtained (linearity is always obtained).
The example fits one of those circumstances. Fig. 5b depicts the
optimal filter (optimal according to both Wiener and K h a n filtering theories), withoptimality in the sense that tbemean square
error E[s(t) - s^(t)l2is minimized for the particular choice of
causal filter linking z(. ..) to s^(. ..). The minimum value of this er-a .
ror in this instance is

Key Properties of the Kalman Filter
Fur rhe purposes of [hi, a r ~ i . 4\tc
~ . \\ant ro rc.urJ rc\,cral key
pwpedes of the Kalman filter. These properties are not universally obtained; however, they are obtained in most circumsvctpm
timp.xi2rvino
stances, and strict theorems are available defining- circumstances
"
-..-r-,. rql
By the 1960's, sampled-data systems were part of the think. under which they are obtained; see, for example, [z], [3], [s].
In "lation to the performance of the filter,
ing of many electrical engineers, and it was as natural to cast
(a)
Old~measurements
are forgotten exponentially fast; Put
Kalman filterine theorv,in a discrete-time
~
framework
~
~
---- as in
- a
~
con-~
~ -~
. ~
tinuous-time framework. The discrete-time framework allowed mother way, the best estimate of the state at the particular time t
and measurementupdat. depends in an exponentially decaying fashion on prior measuremental distinguishing of time-u~datin~
ing, which &es the connecgon with centuries old woik of
(b) Initial state information of the Kalman filter is forgotten
Gauss cleaer-for an historical account, see (61.
Like the W~enerfilter, the Kalmm filter is supposed to apply exponentially fast. What does this mean? At some time, the
Kalman filter has to be turned on. It is a linear finite dimensional
to
iusttolinear svstems. is. however.,natural
- ~to- trv
-,
~ ,,ushit
~ r ~ further
~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~
host
nonline&extension~ofthe~almanfilteratbest arebased on system, and it has to be given an initial state. The best initial state
an a,,pro~ation involvingsome form oflinearization, An exam. is probably the one equal to the unknown state of the system beple of a nonlinear extensioi of a Kalman filter is a receiver of FM
White Noise
radio signals constructed using a phased-locked loop [7]. When
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Fig. 3. ( a ) Signal model, (b) Basic set-upfor Wienerfilrering.
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Fig. 4. (a) Signal model, (b)Basic set-upfor Kalmanfilrering.
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ing filtered. However, one must reckon with the possibility that
an inappropriateinitial state for the Kalman filter is selected. The
point of the remark is that any damage caused by inappropriate
selection is forgotten exponentially fast.
(c) Round-off and similar errors can only accumulate to alimited extent. Suppose the Kalman filter is implemented on a computer. Then at virtually every step in the calculations, one must
assume that some little error is introduced. If the calculations run
on in time, one should have an a priori concern as to whether
these errors accumulate in an ultimately damaging way. The
point of the remark is that normally they do not.
Actually, as most readers will recognize, these three key properties are closely related.

Filtering and Smoothing as Alternatives
The purpose of this section is to distinguish, in a technical
way, two ways of processing measurements. Any processing of
the measurements is often described by the generic term "filtering.'' However, one can particularize the meaning of the word
filtering, to distinguish it from a related concept called
"smoothing." This is the point of this section. Also, we will record some distinctions in the properties of filters and smoothers.
The Difference Between Filtering and Smoothing
Consider Fig. 6. This figure depicts one entry of the unknown
true state of the system on which the filtering is being performed;
it depicts the measurements taken at the output of that system;
and it depicts one entry of the filtered estimate of the state, obtained at the output of the Kalman filter. The notation :(ti i) is
used to denote a filtered estimate. The first occurrence oft signifie\tlic thr.ttht.1 nearcc~ti~n.,tingx(rj.
The s:condoccurrcn~cof
I sieliific, that wc are achicvitl~this estimate usine med,uremerits occurring up to a timet.
It is intuitively obvious that measurements received after time
t must contain some sort of information about x(t). If those estimates are in some way usable, we ought to be able to obtain an
improved estimate of x(t), i.e., one with lesser mean square error.
Fig. 7 illustrates the distinction between filtering and smoothing,
where in smoothing, we are using measurements not just up to
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-

-
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White Noise ,
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time t but up to some later time T in order to produce our estimate
of x(t). The new estimate is termed i(tl T).
Leaving aside for the moment the question of how exactly
such an estimate might be constructed, it is important to realize
that there is one key disadvantage of working with a smoothed
estimate, namely, the estimate is not available in real time, but
only with some delay. For a control application, this may he a fatal disadvantage. However, if one is analyzing what happened in
an experiment subsequent to that experiment there may be no
disadvantage at all.
For the sake of completeness, we should mention also the
concept of prediction: using measurements z(.) up till time f, one
seeks to estimate not x(t) but x(t + 6) for some 6 > 0. (The quantity 6 may be fixed andt amnning variable.) Such an estimation
may be relevant in, for example, a rendezvous problem, with a
moving target with which arendezvous is sought at afuture time.
If one can do filtering, it is generally very easy to do prediction,
and we will devote almost no attention to it.
B p e s of Smoothing
There are in fact several different types of smoothing which
need to be distinguished. These are termed fixed interval
smoothing, fixed point smoothing, and b e d - l a g smoothing.
In fixed interval smoothing, t is variable and T is fixed. This
corresponds to the situation where one collects some experimental data, and then derives estimates of the state subsequent to the
datacollection. The data field is fixed. In fixed point smoothing, t
is fixed and T is increasing. This means one is after the best possible estimate of the state at a particular point in time, and one
uses just as much experimental data as one can collect in order to
produce this estinratc. Finally. in iixcd-lag >moothing,I i, vansble3ndT isscttocuualr T ~,withAafixcJquantity,tcmedthe
lag. Thus fixed-lag smoothing is like filtering withdelay. Fig. 8
illustrates how various measurements give rise to abed-lag estimate at different time instants.
Of the three types of smoothing, that which is most like filtering is clearly fixed-lag smoothing. Fixed-lag smoothing is
treated in the Wiener filteringcontext in [I] and the Kalmanfilter
context in [8]. Fig. 9 depicts traces of the state of a discrete-time
system, a filtered estimate of that state and afixed-lag estimateof

1

Measurement

(bJ

Fig. 6. Representation of filtered estimate dependence on
Fig. 5. (aJ Simple signal model, (bJAssociatedWiener/Kalmanj'ilte~ measurements.
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Fig. 7. Contrasr of smoothed andfiltered estimate dependence on
measurements.
that state, together with the errorperformance of the filter and the
smoother. Aninspection by eye suggests the greateraccuracy of
the fixed-lag estimate, and this is confirmed by a calculation of
the error variance.
In relation to the towed array problem, it is evident that in filtering, measurement information up to a time t would allow estimates of the acoustic sensor positions at time t and allow
listening for other vessels using those sensor estimates.
Smoothing would allow a better estimate of acoustic sensor positions, and allow better listening-but there would be a delay. In
the demodulation of a frequency modulated signal, as commented earlier, the phase-locked loop is a form of linearized
Kalman filter. It has been argued that the incorporation of a preemphasislde-emphasis circuit is equivalent to introducing a
fixed-lag smoother [7, section 5.31. The delay associated with
this smoother is of the order of a millisecond, and is imperceptible to the listener.
Our focus in this article will be on fixed-lag smoothing, perhaps originally studied in [I]. Textbook references dealing with
all types of smoothing include [8]-[Ill. Early important papers
include [12]-[15] and the survey [16].
Practical Signal Processing Issues in Fixed-Lag Smoothing
To understand some of the issues arising, we can consider
again the earlier example, now depicted in Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 illustrates the fixed-lag smoother (the notation should
be self-explanatory). The transfer function H(s) is given by
-exp(-sA) + exp(-bA)
(1)
(b
s-b
The impulse response associated with H(s) is a finite impulse
response, comprising a growing exponential which falls back to
zero at time A (see Fig. 12).
H(s) =
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Fig. 8. Represenfarion of generation of afixed-lag estimate

It tums out that the implementation of practical fixed-lag
smoothers lagged the theory. The core reason was that suggested
implementations often concealed an unstable pole-zero cancellation. This unstable pole-zero cancellation can be fairly clearly seen
for the above very simple example. The "obvious" way which one
might use to implement H(s) is shown in Fig. 13 and because b is
positive, there is an unstablepole-zero cancellation. This instability
was discovered around 1970 [17]. Successful implementation of
fixed-lag smoothers in continuous time was addressed by approximation or by clever switching arrangements incorporating the use
over finite intervals of unstable Bters, always with zero initial conditions at the start of each finite interval [18]-[20].
In discrete time, the difficulty is nowhere near as great, since
the finite impulse response transfer function corresponding to
H(s) in discrete time is no longer irrational. It is given by
+ bA
H(z)=
z-b

=@q.
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Although there is a pole-zero cancellation appearance, that
cancellation can be very easily and legitimately made in this
case, and one can actually implement H(z) as H(z)=
-[ z - ( ~ -+~bz-"-"+...+
)
bA-'1. This is evidently a finite impulse response implementation.
Of course, what we have said in relation to the particular example above generalizes to arbitiuy situations 181, 1211, [22].
Comparative Advantages of Smoothing Over Filtering
We have already referred to the key disadvantage of using
smoothing as opposed to filtering, including fixed-lag smoothing. This is the delay in obtaining an estimate. The key advantage
is the greater accurary in the estimate. This naturally raises the
question: "What improvement we can expect?" A subsidiary
question is: "How much lag should one use in fixed-lag smoothing to capture all the significant improvement?"
These questions have been addressed in a number of papers;
see, e.g., [231-1261. The fnst key conclusion is that at high signal
to noise ratios, smoothing gives greater impro~,emenfoverfliering than at low signal to noise ratios. Denote by P, andP, the
mean square error in estimating the signal with a smoother and
with a filter, respectively Then (231 provides, for a significant
family of systems, a bound for the minimum possible value of
P, IP, in terms of the maximum signal to noise ratio. The bound
is depicted in Fig. 14. At low signal to noise ratios then, it is impossible to get much improvement. Note also that the curve does
not guarantee that at high signal to noise ratios, there has to be a
lot of improvement. It simply indicates that there may be a lot of
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improvement. Nevertheless, examples supported in various references testify to the conclusion that at high signal to noise ratios,
a significant improvement can be expected.
(Notice that the SNR can go to infinity either as signal power
goes to infinity or noise power goes to zero. In the latter case, P,
andP, both go to zero, and, in the limit, the issue of improvement
is irrelevant. However, for high signal to noise ratios, improvement may nevertheless be very desirable; modem digital communications systemsafter alldo seekextremely low errorrates.)
A second key conclusion relates to the choice of A for fixedlag smoothing. If A is taken to be several times the dominant time
constant of the Wiener or Kalman filter, then one will obtain all
the practical improvement that it is possible to obtain using
fixed-lag smoothing. A typical curve illustrating the situation is
shown in Fig. 15. Thecase of zero lag corresponds to filtering. As
the lag is increased, the mean square error goes down, monotonically in fact, but the benefit from further increases in lag
gradually tails off (in fact it tails off exponentially) until a lag is
reached at which further increase of A is pointless.
Fig. 16 illustrates the situation for the towed array problem
where it is assumed that there are three compasses located along
the array, at distances 0.3, 0.6 and 0.85 along the normalized
length of the array. The curve is drawn from 141. The particular
nature of the dynamical equation of the towed array gives rise to
the somewhat strange shape, but it is clear that smoothing gives
considerable improvement over filtering, and that a longer lag is
better than a short lag.
For comparison, performance of a predictor is also shown.
(Here, x(t) must be predicted using measurements ceasing prior
to time t . ) The mean square error in estimation is normalized by
the mean square value of the compass noise.
Some Open Issues
Above, we have indirectly raised one open issue, namely the
extent to whichimprovementby use of afixed-lag smoother overa
filter may be guaranteed or not at higher signal to noise ratios. At
the moment, there is no guarantee. It would be nice to have one.
Another question relates to two dimensional picture processing. Here, it would bedesirable to have somegeneral conclusions
regarding the benefits of smoothing over filtering.

Hidden Markov Models
Wiener and Kalman filteriug theories are concerned with filtering of signals andlinear systems. The theory can be pushed to
consider some levels of nonlinearity, typically when linearization is applicable, but in no sense do the theories provide a
general the& for the filtering of nonlinear systems. There is
however a theory which can capture many nonlinear filtering
problems, and that is hasedon hiddenMarkov models 1271, [28].
As noted in the abstract of [281, hidden Markov models were
initially introduced in the late 1960's and early 1970's, i.e., bereasons why thii has occurred. First, the models are very rich in
structure and hence can form the theoretical basis
mathematical
- - ~
for use in a wider range of applications. Second the models,
when applied properly, work very well in practice with some important applications."
The reasons mightjust have well been advanced for the W~ener
filter and Kalman filter. But for HMMs, the mathematical struc~
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Fig. 9. Simulation data for filtering and fixed-lag smoothing
comparison.
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meis very different, and the successful applicationsare also very
Hidden Markov Model Filter
different. The mathematical StmCture does not include spectral
A hidden Markov model filter is, in quite precise terms, a def~ctorizationorRiccatiequations.Butitdoesincludethetheoryof vice for calculating the N-vector whose ith entry is
positivematrices (to be distinguishedfrompositivedefinite maui- Pr[X, = il Y,, Y,,..; Y,]. his means that the filter uses the measureces), including (as work of this decade has revealed) a form of ments up to time k to provide the best possible statement
concerning the knowledge of the state at time k. For the simple
time-varying extension of Perron-Frobenius theory.
HMM setno that we have described. it is fairlv,easv
,to obtain filtering equations by straightfornard application of the Bayes'TheoExamples of Hidden Markov Models
rem. The update process involves two steps, incorporating a time
Before defining what a hidden Markov model is, let us give update ofthe state variable with no extrameasurements, and then
several examples. The f n t a very old one-the random teleadding in the extra measurement associated with an update. More
graph wave (see Fig. 17). One assumes that a signal is transmit- ureciselv.
. .. =vector with ith entrvPrlX.
,, l e t n c,r
, L - r = il~..
,-".....Y.1. and
ted which takes the value zero or one. One has available noisy h,,,,, =vector with ithenhypr[x,+, = ily,, ...,&I.~h~~
measurements of that signal,
- and from the noisv measurements,
one is required to reconstruct the original signal. (The common
noise model is additive white gaussian noise.) The transitions
within the original signal are assumed to occur in a Poisson manner, and the number of levels in the original signal (here two) can
be generalized to he finite, but not to be infinite.
White Noise
For the second example, consider the problem of listening
Intensity I
from one submarine for the engine of another submarine. One
can postulate that the engine of the other submarine has a fundaWhite Noise
mental frequency lying in one of afinite set of frequency ranges,
Intensity q
-------t
and the transition probability for movement from one range to
Signal
Measurement
another is known. Noisy estimates (in effect noisy measures(t)
z(t)
ments) are available of the particular range in which the fundamental frequency of the other submarine lies, and the problem is Fig. 10. Simple signal model,
to properly reconstruct the activity of the other submarine's engine from the estimates.
As a third example, see Fig. 18. At any time instant, the contents of the communication channel must he one of a finite set of
possibilities (the number depending on the size of the signal alphabet and the length of the finite impulse response). We can regard the contents of the communications channel as a state, and
the state assumes one of a finite set of values. The received signal
contains a limited measurement of this state, and the problem is
to workout fromthe received signalexactly what is transmitted.
Fig. I I. Fixed-lag smootherfor signal model of Fig. 10.
Sophisticated use of HMMs occurs in speech recognizers;
see [28].
I-ll
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Formal Description of a Finite State Hidden
Markov Model (Discrete Time)
In this subsection we uy to capture in a more abstract framework the contents of the previous examples. There is an undedying state process X,,X,;..,X,, and X, can assume one of the
finite set of values, for convenience 1,2;.;N. The quantity
Pr[X,,, = i l ~ =, jl = a, is a transition probability, and X, is a
A
t
Markov process. We denote by Athe matrix [a,]. There is also an
output process Y,,Y,;... We shall assume that Y, takes one of a fi- Fig. 12. Impulse response of H(s) block of smoorher:
nite set of values, for convenience labeled 1,2,...,M.
(There are
many examples where Y, assumes continuous values, for example when it is equal to gaussian noise plus the state. However, for
the sake of this paper we shall assume the simpler case of a finite
set of values. This finite set incidentally could arise through
quantizationof acoutinuum.) The link between the state process
and the output process is defined by Pr[Y, = rn X, = n ] = c, ,
and we denote by C the matrix (cJ.
I
I
Evidently, then, two matrices whose entries are all probabili- Fig. 13. Obvious, bur unsatisfactogv, implementation of H(s) of
ties, A and C, describe the hidden Markov model process.
Fig. 12.
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A Short Digression
The exponential forgetting property can be established by an
elegant extension of the Perron-Frobenius theory on the eigenvalue of matrices of nonnegative or positive entries [34]. The extension, to be found in [35], is roughly as follows. Let (A,,. ;A,)
denote a finite set of matrices with positive entries, and let
E,=D,D, .,... D,, where D,E(A,;..,A,,]. Then a s
N + m, EN + uNvTforvariablevectoru, andfixedvectorv, exponentially fast. (The Perron-Frobenius theorem deals with the
case where all the Dj are the same.) There are incidentally extensions of the inhomogeneous product to cope with nonnegative
matrices, and such extensions are needed for the application to
hidden Markov models; see [321 and 1331.
Smoothing
Just as for Wiener and Kalman filters, fixed interval, fixed
point and fixed-lag smoothing can all be contemplated for hidden Markov models. In fixed-lag smoothing, one calculates as a
recursion i n k the vectorn,,,,, whose ith entry is given by

The calculations required to update this quantity are not
greatly different from those applying to filtering.
Some twenty years ago, [36] appeared, which contained a description oiaclnooth:r fora ranJon1tclcgrapll \rSave(recdli rh~sis
a particular \dtf ot'll~ddenM.irl\o\.nit>dcl).In parlicu1:tr. t h i i reference investigated on a simulation basis, i.e., by numerical experiment, how the errorperformancedepended onlag, and how it
depended on signal to noise ratio. The experimental data showed
results that were very similar to those obtained in Wiener and
Kalman filtering theory.
In particular, as the smoothing lag increased, performance
improved, but the improvement with each increase in lag got less
and less, and in effect fell off exponentially. There was a maximum lag beyond which no significant improvement in error performance would he obtained. This lag in fact corresponded to
several times the dominant time constant (to the extent to which
that could be defined) for the associated filter. Very recent theoretical work has verified that the experimental observations of
[36] wereinstances of ageneraltheory, and thatexponential rates
could be obtained with the same exponent applying in filtering as
applied in the way fixed-lag performance varied with change of
lag [37]. (For filtering the exponent is that associated with exponential forgetting of old data.)
The work of [36] also, viasimulation, studied the influence of
signal to noise ratio on the extent to which smoothing could give
benefit over filtering, and concluded that at higher signal to noise
ratios, more benefit was to be expected than at low signal to noise
ratios.
In more detail [36] examines the effects of change of signal to
nolse ratio in filtering on a random telegraph wave. The random
telegraph wave moved between the two states with transition
times determined by a stationary Poisson process, and the observation comprised the state process with additive white gaussian
noise. Simulation results drawn directly from [36] record the improvement due to smoothing at different levels of signal to noise
ratio, and are represented in Fig. 19. Although the data is limited,
one can clearly see that athigh signal to noiseratios, theimprovement due to smoothing is the greater. (The quantity is ameasure
~
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Fig. 15. Variation of smoothingperfomnce with lag.
withC,+, = diag(c,,,...,c,,,)

when Y,,, = p.

The Forgetting
-Property
.
At this stage one can ask similar questions to those which can
be asked regarding Wiener and Kalman filters; are old measurements forgotten, is an inappropriate filter initialization forgotten,
and are round-off and similar errors guaranteed not to overpower
the calculation?
As for Kalman and Wiener filtering problems, the answer is,
in general, yes. The qualification is one which can be expressed
in technical terms [29]-[32], and inbroad terms demands thatfiltering problems be well posed. The general conclusion is in fact
that there is an exponential forgetting property just like that for
Kalman and Wiener filtering.
Incidentally, obtaining these conclusions for continuous time
hidden Markov models is much more technically difficult.
There is anew angle here, which does not arise in Kalman and
Wiener filters, and it should be noted. What we have just said is
that the calculations leading to the conditional probability associated with the filtering problem are ones in which an exponential forgetting property is found. Suppose that one focuses on the
actual production of a state estimate. Thus, one can define a filtered state estimate by saying that X,,, = JAif J maximizes
Pr[X, = ilY,;. ;Y,]overi. Thenit turns outthatx,,, is determined
with afinite memory, i.e.,.f,,, depends on<, Y,. ,;. .,Y,., for some
fixed1 and all k. At this stage, theory is not available to estimate1
easily [33].

~
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time. Suppose g,,, is the most likely state at time k, given the
measrrements up to time k. Consider the sequence
?', x ...,X It may well be that this is not the most likely
trajectory traced out by X,,-..,X, given the measurements up to
time k , while the determination of this trajectory may clearly be
of interest. It may not be the most likely trajectory for two reasons. First, as far as early points on the trajectory are concerned,
it is evident that their determination in some sense should involve a smoothing problem rather than a filtering problem. Second, it is easy to conceive of hidden Markov models in which
aa=6h,,
i t j
certain state transitions are completely impossible. At the same
(6)
=I-eh.. i = j
time, one could well envisage a filter giving two state estimates
where h, =
h,, h , > 0 for all i, j, and the matrix C has en- at successive instants of time which correspond to a state pair
within the original model for which the state transition would be
tries which satisfy
barred. A most likely trajectory obviously could not include
c,,, > 0 for all m, n
(7) within ittwo successive state values between which no transition
was ever possible.
and no two columns of C are identical.
Prediction
As indicated earlier, fori = 1,2,-.; one can calculate the quantitiesPr[X, = ilY,; ..,Y,] for k = 1,2, etc., in a recursive manner.
Filtered
These are the filtered probabilities for the unobserved state. We
Smoothed, k 1
will adopt for the filter the definition X,,, = J if J maximizes
Smoothed, k 1 0
Pr[X, = ilY,;.; Y,] over i. We will say that an error occurs if
of the noise standard deviation, and v is a measure of the frequency with which signal transitions occur, so that small v corresponds to significant signal energy at DC.)
Recent theoretical work has supported these conclusions.
Onecan construct afamily of hidden Markov models indexed by
aparametere. The family is defined by A(€),the state probability
transition matrix, and C, the matrix of transition probabilities
linking state to output, with the latter matrix independent of E.
The general form of the matrix A(<) is

,,,, ,,,,

,,,.

Cis.

& ,# X,., -

4.2

It is evident that whene approaches zero, state transitions occur less and less frequently. The covariance of the output process
can be calculated from the quantities A(e),C, and, being stationary, it has associated with it a spectrum. As 6 goes to zero, this
spectrum inherits the property from the states that it is more and
more concentrated at low frequencies. In a cmde sense, one
could say that the signal to noise ratio at zero frequency approaches infinity as E approaches zero.
Be that as it may, one can argue theoretically [38] that the
probability of filtering error is O(elog6-') as e approaches zero,
while more recent arguments [39] show that the probability of
smoothing error is simply O(6) as~aproacheszero. Thus the ratio
of the probability of filtering error to the probability of smoothing error, measuring as it does the extent to which smoothing improves matters over filtering, is O(1og 4'). Evidently, this ratio
approaches infinity as €goes to zero. In this sense then, the property is verified that at high signal to noise ratios, smoothing offers
greater advantage over filtering.
For the particular case where the matrices A(€) and C are
given by
A=

p
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Fig. 17. Noisy measurement of a random telegraph wave.

Fig. 20 illustrates simulation results for afilter and afixed-lag
smoother with a sizeable lag as a function of 6. The coincidence
with the theoretical predictions is remarkable over quite a range
of values of e.
Maximum A Posteriori Trajectory Determination
In nonlinear filtering problems, it becomes important to distinguish between the most likely state at a particular instant of
time and the most likely trajectories occurring over a period of
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Fig. 18. Channel deconvolutionproblem.
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Fig. 19. Simulationdatastudying smoorhing impmvement against SNR.
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As already indicated, it may well be that we want the most
likely path occuning over a time interval, i.e., for someP wemay
want the sequence

which maximizes

Finding thesequence is amaximum aposteriori trajectory determination problem. A Viterbi decoder finds such a trajectory,
and normal implementationin some way uses dynamic progamming.
Practical Viterbi decoders, because of their finite memory, assume that for some Q,

= a q maxPr[X, .,+,..., X,j Y,.,..;Y,I.

(10)

This means that they only remember a finite amount of data, and
in fact it is assumed that it is only necessary to remember a finite
amount of data. Rules of thumb are used to define Q, the amount
of data that is remembered.
Evidently, key questions are: "Can the forgetting properties
giving rise to the above equality (10) be justified, and more precisely, can rules of thumb help to establish Q?" At this time, the
equality (10) cannot be completely theoretically justified. There
are however partial results [40] which rely on the convergence of
matrix products of the type

where @ denotes a max-plus algebra product [411.
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Conclusions
The first major message of this paper
. . is that there are striking
between
Kalman3and hidden
filtering in respect of the exponential forgetting of initial conditions. old measurements. andround-off errors. The second maior
message is that this same exponential rate, for all three filters,
governs the choice of a lag for fixed-lag smoothing, where that

I

Fig. 20. Comparison offilter and smoother error performance as
function of E, theoretical and simulation.

lag is chosen to secure all the practical advantage that it is possible to secure from fixed-lag smoothing.
The third major message is that at high signal to noise ratios,
smoothing gives greater improvement over filtering than at low
signal to noise ratios.
In the course of the paper we have indicated some open problems. These include extending the results to two dimensional signals, such as arise in picture processing, and in the bidden
Markov model area, justifying and dimensioning finite length
Viterbi decoding.
What of the future? The 50 year old words of Wiener quoted
earlier remain true: "Communication and control engineering
have reached a high level of development today.'"The level of development of 50 years ago looks puny in comparison with today's level, and the same is likely to be true in another 50 years.
As control problems become higher and higher level, dealing
more with hybrid systems, and systems of systems, various filtering and estimation problems are still going to remain. But the
systems will be less physical in nature, and certainly often not
susceptible to methods of lineadquadratic theory (perhaps after
linearization). It is here that new ways of modeling, perhaps like
HMMs, will become important. (In particular, HMMs seem a
very relevant tool for bybrid-systems.) And the modeling
schemes which appeal will be those for which there is an associated intuitive framework, possibly with rules of thumb, clarity
regarding the nature and consequences of approximations, and
some capability to predict performance. These are some of the
propefiies now available for the Kalman filter (though not available when the mathematics was first done three decades ago)
that, together with the application drivers, explain its ubiquity.
These properties are also becoming available for the HMM. But
wemust expect further frameworks again, spurred by application
problems so far undreamt of.
D..L..~..~.%..
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